THE ECONOMIC LIFE OF THE ANCIENT WORLD
By J. TOUTAIN, sometime Member of the French School at Rome.
With 6 maps, i6s. net.
" He has written a lucid and attractive volume, mainly concerned with
Greece and Rome. But he sketches the beginnings of trade in primitive society,
the history of Carthage, and the dawn of commerce in prehistoric Italy as well
as the development of Etruria. Those who imagine that capital is a modern
phenomenon may be commended to the chapter on capitalism in Republican
Rome from the Punic Wars onwards."—Spectator.
M1NOANS, PHILISTINES AND GREEKS : b.c. 1400-900
By A. R. BURN, sometime Scholar of Christ Church, Oxford.
With 16 plates, 153. net.
" An enthralling, sometimes a thrilling, reanimation in which a continuous
narrative is evolved. ... A remarkable book."—Morning Post.
DEATH CUSTOMS :  an Analytical Study of Burial Rites
By E. BENDANN, Ph.D., A.M.
I2s. 6d. net.
" The beliefs and customs associated among primitive peoples with death and
the disposal of the body make up a complex manifold, the analysis and explana-
tion of which is a rich field for the ethnologist; they give us too some insight
into savage philosophy. . . . Her criticisms on the DifPusionist school are
shrewd and her study is to be commended."—Times Literary Supplement.
CHINESE CIVILIZATION
By M. GRANET, Professor at UEcole les Langues Qrientales.
With 12 plates and 5 maps, 253. net.
" The imposing story of China's past achievements becomes a clear account
of the emergence of an obscure tribe from the unknown lands of central Asia
to the proud position of leader of Asiatic civilization. The second part of the
book is devoted to a careful analysis of Chinese society, life, customs, cities,
feudalism, and the numerous social changes wrought by the change of Court and
the growth of moral ideals. The author displays a rare combination of re-
strained imagination and careful scholarship. The book should be read widely,
and will be a necessary part of the equipment of students of Asiatic history for
some time to come."—The Spectator.
THE END OF THE ANCIENT WORLD, and the Beginning
of the Middle Ages
By FERDINAND LOT, Professor m the University of Paris.
With 3 plates and 3 maps, 2is, net.
" The author strikes a new note in the theory he puts forward that the influx
of the barbarian hordes was not the regenerating element which produced the
new ideas of the Middle Ages. The author holds that the real regeneration
of mankind only appeared when Islam challenged the superstition and idolatry
of the Dark Ages. . . . The book has an excellent bibliography and index and
can be heartily recommended."—Listener.

